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MISSION: To select, educate, train and inspire Commanders and excellent professionals at all ranks being determined to fulfill the Air Force Mission with ideas and quality in order to serve the Nation at the very best

VISION: A system of Wings and Units in the ITA Air Force net aimed at pursuing levels of international excellence through professionalism, passion, cohesion and innovation, and to be always worth to the community

Aeronautica Militare
Education
The pillars

Education

Excellence  Leadership  Ethics  Innovation & Technology
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How

Self-learning

E-learning

Stages

Seminars

Exercises/Training

Aeronautica Militare
Study and review Air Force Strategic Obj’s

Select strategic activities and related personnel to educate

Increase of organizational effectiveness

Extract and define competencies to submit

Increase of professional effectiveness

Determine education requirements and guidelines for project design

*Verify education effectiveness and consistency with organizational goals

* through generation of noticeable and measurable behavioural changes
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Integrated Pilot Training System - IPTS - (1/2)

Embedded flying training

Extensive use of Gliders

Integrated Course (AF Academy to Wings)

Common Phase II

Specialised Phase III

EASA compliant
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Integrated Pilot Training System - IPTS - (2/2)
The Download Concept

Doing more with less
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Internationalization

...and more to come
Food for thoughts

Great opportunity for:

• Cultural and organizational growth

…but…

• Rapid changes vs reduced time for adjustments
• High tempo (Move on quickly in case of unpredictable gaps)
• Strategic choices and accurate planning
Extensive use of SIM
T-346 Exploitation
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Conclusions

✓ Holistic approach

✓ What’s next?
On the right path?

Questions?